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Continuity at Point of Carey
Definition: 
the high quality coordination and 
delivery of care that results whendelivery of care that results when  
communication across clinician and 
setting transitions is efficient andsetting transitions is efficient and 
continuously builds on a shared 
understanding of past care and theunderstanding of past care and the 
“dynamic team’s” * goals for patient 
outcomesoutcomes.

• Team membership includes the patient and health clinicians 
who provide care Membership naturally expands and contracts
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who provide care. Membership naturally expands and contracts 
across time and settings



General Goal for Today’s Talk

To share my team’s science and offerTo share my team’s science and offer 
you language to advance VA as the 

i “ bli h lth ti ” th tpremier  “public health care option” that 
achieves  continuity and high quality care 

i l b f th d i i t tiprecisely because of the administrative, 
HIT, and research infrastructures.  The 
VA t i lli l fVA system is a compelling  example of 
how full interoperability - done right – can 

d hi h li h iproduce high quality care that is cost 
effective.
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Specific Objectives for 
Today’s TalkToday s Talk

Examine why many currently 
implemented EHRs do not improve p p
continuity of care (COC)
Describe important items to consider inDescribe important items to consider in 
developing tools to promote COC
Present findings from HANDS and itsPresent findings from HANDS and its 
research regarding the use of HIT to 
promote COCpromote COC
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Poll: Please tell me about you!!
Select 1 answer  from each category: 

Health Discipline
Nursing

Primary Role
St ff– Nursing

– Medicine
Other

– Staff
– Administration

R h– Other
Degree

B h l

– Research

– Bachelors
– Masters

Major job focus is 
informatics

– Doctorate
– Other

– Yes
– No



ARRA* Feb.17.2009

Includes Health Information Technology Includes Health Information Technology 
for Economic & Clinical Health (HITECH)  
Act
1. Set forth a plan to advance use of HIT to 

improve care quality serve as  a foundation for 

Act

p q y
health care reform

2 Establish Office of National Coordinator (ONC)2. Establish Office of National Coordinator (ONC)
within HHS

3 Authorize CMS to administer incentives for3. Authorize CMS to administer incentives for 
“meaningful use” of EHRs

6*ARRA - American Recovery and Reinvestment Act



ONC

Federal entity charged with coordinating 
the effort to implement an HITthe effort to implement an HIT 
infrastructure for use and exchange of 
health information in electronic formathealth information in electronic format 
that ensures “meaningful use” of EHRs
Advised by 

1. Health IT Policy Committee1. Health IT Policy Committee
2. Health IT Standards Committee
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Health IT Policy Committeey

Meaningful Use Health Outcomes 
Policy Priorities 8.20.2009y

1. Improve quality, safety, and reduce 
health disparitieshealth disparities

2. Engage patients and families
3 I di ti3. Improve care coordination
4. Improve population and public health
5. Ensure adequate security & privacy
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Current EHRs & Continuity

Many existing EHR systems do not  Many existing EHR systems do not  
adequately consider that

Patients typically access a number of health– Patients typically access a number of health 
care settings for their care

– The main purpose of documentation is to 
efficiently support team decision making and 
communication across time and space

– Data collected by clinicians that does not bring 
immediate value at the point of care has 
reduced reliability &  validity
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Current EHRs & Continuity 2y
Many existing EHR systems do not  Many existing EHR systems do not  
adequately consider that

Each extra “click” needed to locate or add– Each extra  “click” needed  to locate or add 
information is a burden to the clinician 

– Information that is not consistently represented 
in documentation and communication produces 
errors

– Systems need to be regularly updated to 
accommodate new knowledge but this is costly 
if done organization by organization
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Current EHRs & Continuity 3

So too, documentation

– meets the organization’s needs not the clinician’s 
needs for concise, high quality, and easily 
accessible information to support PATIENT CAREaccessible information to support PATIENT CARE

– is not designed to support nurses in their role as 
front line coordinators, implementers, and monitorsfront line coordinators, implementers, and monitors 
of the interdisciplinary team’s care 

– is frequently recorded on “scraps” carried in the 
ffclinician’s pocket and shared at the handoff but 

often NOTentered into the patient’s record
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Current EHRs & Continuity 4Current EHRs & Continuity 4

The Plan of Care should help to coordinate theThe Plan of Care should help to coordinate the 
interdisciplinary team’s communication about care
but DOESN’T because:
– the format is cumbersome and variable 
– it is hard to keep current 

accountability is not delineated– accountability is not delineated
– there is no good tool to support interdisciplinary 

k fl ( h di i li d it “ thi ”)work flow (each discipline does its “own thing”)
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What do EHRs need?
1. To be interoperable on three levels (technical, p (

semantic, and process) so 
1. Continuity of care is supported through data and 

i f ti th tinformation that 
1. is gathered in the same way
2 Is always available and easily accessible2. Is always available and easily accessible 
3. is in  a consistent format 
4. Retains the same meaning for those who use it 

2. System can be cost effectively maintained and 
sustained over time

3 System can automatically generate new evidence3. System can automatically generate new evidence 
from the data collected and deliver it immediately back 
to the point of care
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What do EHRs need? 2

Compelling scientific evidence that the  functionality, 
features, and content enables clinicians to give 
COC that is the highest of quality across time and g q y
settings

Need an accurate “Big Picture” of care that is g
regularly updated and used to guide the transfer 
of information at handoffs 

that has shared meaning 
directed at achieving the team’s goals for care

Need to fully test all new features using multipleNeed to fully test all new features using multiple 
methods under real time conditions
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Interoperability Definedp y

Concept allows us to communicate about howConcept allows us to communicate about how 
well systems interact with one another about a

ifi d d i f i f ti 3specified domain of information on 3 
interconnected levels

1.Technical-TI-conveyance of information 
2.Semantic-SI-persistence of meaning2.Semantic SI persistence of meaning
3.Process-PI-integration into workflow1

1HL7 EHR Interoperability Work Group. (February 7,2007).
Coming to terms: Scoping interoperability for health care 
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Technical Interoperability (TI)
Example: Strong versus WeakExample: Strong versus Weak 

Conveyance of “Big Picture” information y g
across EHRs:

Strong TI: the database architectures and 
software programs for storing, retrieving and 
di l i l t d d t t th th “Bidisplaying elements needed to create the  the “Big 
Picture” are the same for multiple systems (VA)

Weak TI: the database architectures and software 
programs for storing, retrieving, and displayingprograms for storing, retrieving, and displaying 
data elements for the “Big Picture”  differ 
significantly across multiple systems (Private)
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Semantic Interoperability (SI)
Example: Strong versus WeakExample: Strong versus Weak

Persistence of Meaning of the BIG PICTURE 
component of EHR

Strong SI: the content is represented in same 
way (e.g. same taxonomies are used to 
represent the concepts included in the BIGrepresent the concepts included in the BIG 
PICTURE with each concept having a single 
unique meaning) across EHRs (VA)q g) ( )

Weak SI: the content is represented in multiple p p
ways within and across EHR systems (some 
narrative, variable use of taxonomic terms) 
(Private)
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(Private) 



Process Interoperability (PI)
Examples: Strong versus WeakExamples: Strong versus Weak

The integration of The BIG PICTURE of careThe integration of The BIG PICTURE of care
component of the EHR into work flow

Strong PI: rules pertaining to use of BIG PICTURE 
component are the same across systems (e.g., 
when to enter data, how, by whom, use in 
interdisciplinary and disciplinary handoffs) 

Weak PI: rules pertaining to use of BIG PICTURE 
component vary by system.
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component vary by system.



Conclusions about IO
Thus, the GREATER the 

– Technical Interoperability
– Semantic Interoperability

Process interoperability– Process interoperability
The GREATER the overall interoperability 
and likelihood that the information needed toand likelihood that the information needed to
promote the continuity and quality of care will 
transfer seamlessly across organizations/systemstransfer seamlessly across organizations/systems. 

It will take a major overhaul of our laws and massiveIt will take a major overhaul of our laws and massive
funding  for the private sector to achieve
interoperability comparable to the VA levels
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interoperability comparable to the VA levels. 



Questions & Questions & 
AnswersAnswers



HANDS “Big 
Picture” 

Component of the p
EHR



Poll: Please answer YES or NO about your 
familiarity with NANDAI, NOC, and NIC

I have at least some understanding of the followingI have at least some understanding of the following

1) HANDS Plan of Care Method1) HANDS Plan of Care Method
YES NO

2) The NANDAI Nursing Diagnosis Classification
YES NO

3) The NOC Nursing Outcome Classification
YES NOYES NO

4) The NIC Nursing Intervention Classification
YES NO



HANDS Method Defined

A l t i ll t dAn electronically supported 
communication and care management 

t d i d t t COC tsystem designed to promote COC at 
handoffs within and across systems:  
– developed and refined through 10 + years 

of research 
– provides 3 levels of interoperability; 

technical, semantic, and processp
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HANDS: Technical Features
Electronic tool

D t b hit t d ft t th– Database architecture and software support the 
capture, storage, retrieval, and display of the data 
l t d th i l ti hi t h thelements and their relationships to each other 

(e.g., diagnoses, outcomes, and interventions)
– Centrally deployed through ASP (Application 

Server Provider) mechanism
– HIPAA Compliant
– Connects to EHR through an HL7 admissionConnects to EHR through an HL7 admission 

discharge and transfer (ADT) feed
Central data repository
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– Central data repository 



HANDS: Semantic Features

Utilizes complete NANDAI, NOC, and NICUtilizes complete NANDAI, NOC, and NIC 
taxonomies to represent the “Big Picture” of 
care and facilitates shared meaning of thecare and facilitates shared meaning of the 
clinical diagnoses, outcomes, and interventions 

Content of training and competencyContent of training and competency 
assessment designed to ensure “Big Picture” 
is properly represented and used by cliniciansis properly represented and used by clinicians 
to guide SHARER handoff communication 
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HANDS: Process Features

Learn train the trainer modelLearn - train the trainer model 
• 1/3 didactic - 2/3 independent on-line study

C 0 S ff 8• Champions 40 hr  - Staff RNs 8 hr  

Document - an admission or update POC on p
each of RN’s  patients into HANDS (electronic 
tool )at every formal handofftool )at every formal handoff
Communicate - use POC to structure the 
“ t/h d ff” di l ti“report/handoff” dialogue conversation  
(SHARER)
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HANDSHANDS

Findings: HIT Support for g pp
Safe Nursing Care
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HANDS Research Based
Conceptual FrameworkConceptual Framework

Organization Communication Clinician & Care 
Factors Intervention Outcomes

Standardized 
Handoff Structure Culture Readiness

•High Trust 
•Safety Culture Focus 
•Expects Clinician Mindfulness, 
H df l I t l ti d C ll ti

Handoff Structure 
Using HANDS 
Promotes Heedful  Interrelating & 
Mindfulness about HANDS story   

d F t C i t d

Patient:
Care Continuity
Care Quality
SatisfactionHeedful Interrelating, and Collective 

Mind
•Infrastructure Supports Change
•Engages in Continuous Learning

and Future Care among inter and 
intra-disicplinary team members

Satisfaction
Safety

Nurse:
J b S i f idf df

Commitment to 
Change
•Adopts Standardized Plan of Care Standardized 

Job Satisfaction
Visibility of Work
Evidence Based 

Practice

df df

Method  
•Provides Ongoing Education
•Provides Resources to Implement
•Provides Resources to Sustain

Documentation in 
HANDS Electronic Tool 
Provides a  Consistent , Dynamic,  Up-to-date 
Synopsis of Care: The Clinicians’ Collective
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Synopsis of  Care: The Clinicians  Collective 
Mind
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Study Aimy

T d t i if f ll i t blTo determine if a fully interoperable 
method of creating and maintaining a g g
current  “Big Picture” plan of care (POC) 

Obased on High Reliability Organization 
principles can be implemented in 8 diverseprinciples can be implemented in 8 diverse
units located in 4 organizations 
(generalizability)
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Sample = 8 “RIPE” Unitsp

4 ORGANIZATIONS/ 8 UNITS/ 700 RNs4 ORGANIZATIONS/ 8 UNITS/ 700 RNs
4 organizations
–1 university, 2 community, 1 small 

communitycommunity
8 units - 4 - (24 mo)  & 4  -(12 months)( ) ( )
–Med-surg , neuro, thoracic, ICU, 

i ld d lt/ t kprogressive care, older adult/stroke, 
acute care elderly
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acute care elderly



Samplep

Unit Time/study Org Beds RNs
A 24m a 32/48 60/71
B 24m b 42 48
C 24m c 22 32C 24m c 22 32
D  24m d 22 26

A2 12m a 60/44 120/93
B2 12m b 42 79
B3 12m b 10 36
C2 12m c 23 22C2 12m c 23 22



Multiple Methods Usedp

Ob tiObservations
Surveys
I t iInterviews
Meetings
F GFocus Group
IRR checks for outcome ratings  
T i li bilit h kTerm meaning reliability checks
Think-alouds of system usage
W b l ti (A l i f t ti l )Web analytics (Analysis of transaction logs)
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Timeline & Measure Types
Pre Post

0m
Post
6m

Post
12m

Post
18m

Post
24m

G lGeneral
Application Functionality
Training Competencies

X
X

X X X X X

Training, Competencies

Safety Culture
Observations Errors X X X X X XObservations, Errors
Culture, Trust

X
X

X X X
X

X X
X

MindfulnessMindfulness 
Thoughtful Plans of Care (POCs) X X X X

Heedful InterrelatingHeedful Interrelating 
Rich handoff dialogue with POCs X X X X

C ll ti Mi dCollective Mind  
Shared understanding of POCs X X X X

vhabhsbradyt
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Findings



Baseline Observations

Shadowed 18 RNs (minimum of 2/unit) to observeShadowed 18 RNs (minimum of 2/unit) to observe 
24 hour work flow relative to documentation and 
communication  practices pre go-live  p p g

Findings 
– Observed enormous variation in documentation andObserved enormous variation in documentation and 

communication across individuals, units, & organizations
– RNs used from 5-11unique forms each shift
– RNs indicated plan of care brings little value 
– RNs focused on details and rarely connected them to the  

bi i tbig picture
– RNS WERE NOT ALWAYS CONSCIOUS OF THEIR 

BEHAVIOR
38

BEHAVIOR
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Application Functionality
Conducted 7 think-alouds to identify interface 
b ibarriers 
Asked questions about functionality in interviews, 
focus group and informal phone meetings withfocus group, and informal phone meetings with 
champions

Findings:Findings:
– Identified problems with the software and made changes 

to improve usability 
– RNs WERE NOT ALWAYS CONSCIOUS OF THE 

PROBLEMS THEY EXPERIENCED WITH THE 
SOFTWARESOFTWARE 

– RNS suggestions for improving software frequently did 
not work
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Mindfulness Measures
thoughtfulness in plan of care documentationthoughtfulness in plan of care documentation

Conducted web analytics on HANDSy
– RN patterns of use – types of NANDA, NOC, and 

NIC updates features used sequence of actionsNIC updates, features used, sequence of actions
– NOC rating analyses  

Fi di   Findings:  
– RN entry patterns of changes across time  y p g

indicated sustained mindfulness in updating plan 
(sig)( g)

– % patients meeting expected outcomes improved 
over time (sig)
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over time (sig)



Collective Mind Measures 
evidence of shared meaning among usersevidence of shared meaning among users

NANDA NOC NIC term meaning exercisesNANDA, NOC, NIC term meaning exercises
– conducted at 3 points in time  (n RNs =105)

• IRR NOC ratings 3 raters/NOC (n RNs =66)• IRR NOC ratings 3 raters/NOC (n RNs =66)
• Compliance with entry of POCs at handoffs

• Total POC entries for 8 units = 275,628

Findingsg
– .74 IRR for term meaning exercises
– IRR .95 for expected rating and .86 for current rating 95 o e pected at g a d 86 o cu e t at g

both within 1
– 78-91% compliance rate for POC entries
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Heedful Interrelating Measures
consistency in use of handoff protocolconsistency in use of handoff protocol

Interviews (n=77 - 2 different time periods),Interviews (n 77 2 different time periods), 
focus group, regular phone meetings with 
champions (repeated across time) handoffchampions (repeated across time), handoff 
observations final 6 mos of study (n=43) 

Findings 
– Handoff training inadequate revised for Yr2Handoff  training inadequate revised for Yr2
– Observations in Y2 indicated RNs  did not 

regularly use SHARE protocol to guide handoffregularly use SHARE protocol to guide handoff 
– RN interviews indicated desire to use SHARE  

b t anted more training and s pport
42

but wanted more training and support



Other Major Findings

78% - 91% compliance with POC 
submissions (literature reports around ( p
50%)
Surveys pre (n=419) post (n=241):Surveys pre (n=419) post (n=241):
– RNs found HANDS significantly more useful 

than previous care planning method (p<.001)
– RNs significantly more familiar & satisfied with 

NNN than at baseline (p<.001)
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Anecdotal Findings 

All units indicated desire to keep HANDS “post” 
study 
RNs set up use group in 1 organization
RNs reported successful use in roundsRNs reported  successful use in rounds
New unit gives handoff at bedside and involves 
patientpatient  
1 Chief Nurse Executive reported appreciating 
how HANDS enhanced the critical thinking ofhow HANDS enhanced the critical thinking of 
her RNs
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Facilitators of 
HANDS AdoptionHANDS Adoption

Chief Nurse Executive and Chief Nurse Executive and 
organization-wide endorsement

– Belief that change will bring desired goals
– Well constructed flexible change management g g

strategy that addresses 
• Technical, Training, Implementation, Continuous Evaluation and 

Improvement

– Adequate resources to carry out and sustain 
i lstrategic plans 

• Personnel & Funding 
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Limitations/Barriers 

– Impact on MDs was not directly examined
– Commercial vendors business models oppose  

“vendor neutral” standardization at the interface
– Studying technology adoption “in the wild” is 

messyy
– Since HANDS was a “research project” (tested in 

limited # of units per organization) systemiclimited # of units per organization) systemic 
benefits could not be examined
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Benefits to Administrative 
Communication Communication 

G t t d di d d t f l iGenerates standardized data useful in 
supporting administrative decisions, can

h t i ti tt ’ it– characterize practice patterns on one’s unit 
(clinical dx, outcomes, interventions)

– examine compliance with plan of care (POC)examine compliance with plan of care (POC) 
submission 

– evaluate individual, unit, or organization’s success 
in meeting expected outcomes 

– contrast workload of nurses and units
t t d j tif t ffi d h d li– structure and justify staffing and scheduling 

practices
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Revised “SHARER” Handoff

S - Sketch: provide patient name, age, gender, p p g g
medical diagnoses, code status, allergies, 
and other pertinent informationand other pertinent information 

For each problem repeat HARE:
H - HANDS: review “Plan of Care” history andH - HANDS: review Plan of Care  history and 

current plan at computer screen add essential 
details onlydetails only 

A - Aim: discuss focus of care for next shift/dc 
R - Rationale: explain your thinkingR - Rationale:  explain your thinking
E - Exchange: invite questions, debate, dialogue
R Reconcile: present closing remarks
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R - Reconcile:  present closing remarks
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HANDS 
Bi  Pi t

((interface))

Big Picture
Interdisciplinary 

Plan of Care
CPRS

BCMA

GHUI 
Narcotics

Hand Off Tool

Patient 
Shift Report

(completed tasks/items)

Assessment Treatment 
Record/

Progress 
Nursing Kardex

(active tasks/items)

((interface))

Outpatient 
Encounters

Notes

((interface))

Vitals/Measurements
Work Intensity/
Patient Acuity

Flow sheet
Staff Scheduling

((interface))

((interface))

Patient 
Scheduling

Staff Assignment

a e cu y

Intake/Output

Nursing Integrated Information System Data & Work Flows Schematic Rev2 7/24/08

Staff Assignment



Example Reports 
Generated from RepositoryGenerated from Repository

RN patient load & differences across RNs
Top problems interventions and outcomesTop problems, interventions, and outcomes 
by unit
Number of unique RNs per patient episode
Compliance with Plan of Care submissionsCompliance with Plan of Care submissions
Unit success rate in meeting expected 
outcomes at discharge
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Conclusions 

All aspects of the HANDS interventions worked asAll aspects of the HANDS interventions worked as 
planned with the exception of the handoff protocol
Valid testing of EHRs requires the use of multipleValid testing of EHRs requires the use of multiple 
methods including unobtrusive observations of users
HANDS is a foundation for creating and maintaining a S s a ou dat o o c eat g a d a ta g a
feasible and valuable “Big Picture” of care that is 
interoperable on three levels and  
– allows the seamless transfer of key patient care information 

needed to support COC
id d t b f lti l– provides a data base for multiple uses

– provides the infrastructure to cost effectively update and 
sustain itself over time
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sustain itself over time



Next Research

T t l i d h d ff dTest newly revised handoff procedure 
“SHARER” and on-line training materials that 
incorporate findings from fully analyzed 
handoff data a do data
Test data mining techniques and statistical 
l ith f ffi i ialgorithms for efficiency in 

– targeting best practices 
– supporting an evidence based staffing 

methodology
56
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Next Research  2

I d tif dd d t t f t th tIndentify, add, and test new features that:
– increase the use of HANDS among all members 

of the interdisciplinary team
– strengthen the decision support and ensure the 

immediate usefulness of it to the clinician
– provide the means to seamlessly deliver 

evidence generated from the data collected in 
HANDS (e.g., benchmarking, data-mining, 
t ti ti l l i ) b k t th li i i istatistical analysis) back to the clinicians in an 

immediately useful format
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Questions & Questions & 
AnswersAnswers



Contact & Disclosure 
InformationInformation

Gail M. Keenan, PhD, RN, ,
Associate Professor 
College of NursingCollege of Nursing 
University of Illinois
312-996-7970, gmkeenan@uic.edu

Disclosure: In 2008 HANDS was made available
for purchase through HealthTeam IQ, LLC. Dr.p g Q,
Keenan is the current President and Chief 
Executive Officer
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Executive Officer.
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– Brook Ayad, BSN, RN
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– Sharie Falan MS RN

Mary Mandeville, MBA, Director
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Yvonne Ford, PhD, RN, Training– Sharie Falan, MS, RN

– Crystal Heath, MS, RN
– Mary Killeen, PhD, RN

Yvonne Ford, PhD, RN, Training 
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Laura Szalacha, PhD, Statistician

– Deanna Marriott, PhD 
– Rachelle Ramos, BSN, RN
– Santosh Udupi MS

National  Advisory Team 
Catherine Rick, RN, MS 
Marilyn Chow RN DNScSantosh Udupi, MS
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M T d BSN
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